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CONTAINER MODEL
ASPHALT PLANTS
Amomatic’s CM (Container Model) asphalt plants are an innovative and  
cost-efficient solution for producers that require flexibility or need to  
access remote locations. All modules are built in CSC certified sea containers. 
Asphalt plant assemblies and relocations are now easier than ever.

EFFORTLESS ASSEMBLY
AND RELOCATION

Thanks to Amomatic’s design, erecting an as-
phalt plant is as easy as assembling toy build-
ing blocks, as all modules are prebuilt within 
sea containers. This leads to what could be the 
easiest and fastest asphalt plant assembly on 
the market.

Containers are fastened together using a quick locking 
system, therefore guaranteeing minimal assembly time. 
With Amomatic’s CM, asphalt plant relocations have 
been significantly facilitated and can now be performed 
within days.

COST-EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION

All of the CM plant’s modules are integrated into CSC certified sea containers, 
making it possible to easily ship an asphalt plant anywhere in the world.

As all CM modules are integrated into sea containers, transportation costs can be reduced 
up to 75 % when comparing with a standard plant. This makes the Container Model an 
excellent choice for manufacturers with multiple project locations or that need to access 
remote areas.

COMPACT SIZE WITH FULL
FEATURES

Despite its relatively small size, Amomatic’s CM 
has all the most important features of a station-
ary asphalt plant.

For example, the filler supply system is full-sized, allowing 
the manufacturer to always decide the exact composition 
of the asphalt mix.

For technical data sheets and more information about
additional options, visit us at www.amomatic.com.

Since 1919, all of our
producs and services
have been designed and
manufactured in Finland.

KEY FEATURES

 » Modules are built in CSC certified sea containers 

 » Ultimate flexibility for asphalt manufacturers 

 » Reliable asphalt production even in the toughest 
environments 

 » Continuous plant capacity of 120 or 160 t/h 
at 5% moisture 

 » All modules are compatible with the ISO 1496-1 
standard



QUALITY SINCE

1919
SPECIALISED IN ASPHALT PLANTS

Amomatic started its operation in 1919 as a blacksmith’s shop by the 
name of Vähäsilta. During the course of our history we have produced 
everything from iron bars to a submarine frame – a testament of our 
versatility. Since the 1960s we have specialised in asphalt plants. We 
continue to bring forth new innovations in modularity and mobility as 

well as digitalisation and environmental friendliness.

Contact Us

Amomatic’s manufacturing plant, service centre and 
head office are in Paimio, Finland. Our opening hours 
are from 8 am to 4 pm Monday to Friday. During this 
time, you can either come for a visit or contact us by 
phone at +358 2 477 100.

AMOMATIC OY 
Lenkkitie 14
21530 Paimio
FINLAND
Tel. +358 2 477 100
Email: name.surname@amomatic.com
www.amomatic.com


